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Abstract

Background: To predict the presence of asthma in adult patients with respiratory symptoms, we developed a scoring algorithm using
clinical parameters.

Methods: We prospectively analysed 566 adult outpatients who visited Kinki University Hospital for the first time with complaints of non-
specific respiratory symptoms. Asthma was comprehensively diagnosed by specialists using symptoms, signs, and objective tools including
bronchodilator reversibility and/or the assessment of bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR). Multiple logistic regression analysis was
performed to categorise patients and determine the accuracy of diagnosing asthma.

Results: A scoring algorithm using the symptom-sign score was developed, based on diurnal variation of symptoms (1 point), recurrent
episodes (2 points), medical history of allergic diseases (1 point), and wheeze sound (2 points). A score of >3 had 35% sensitivity and 97%
specificity for discriminating between patients with and without asthma and assigned a high probability of having asthma (accuracy 90%). A
score of 1 or 2 points assigned intermediate probability (accuracy 68%). After providing additional data of forced expiratory volume in 1
second/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) ratio <0.7, the post-test probability of having asthma was increased to 93%. A score of 0 points
assigned low probability (accuracy 31%). After providing additional data of positive reversibility, the post-test probability of having asthma was
increased to 88%.    

Conclusions: This pragmatic diagnostic algorithm is useful for predicting the presence of adult asthma and for determining the appropriate
time for consultation with a pulmonologist.
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Introduction 
Asthma is a clinical syndrome characterised by episodes of wheezing
at night and/or in the early morning. Global asthma guidelines
specify that asthma diagnoses should be based on both symptoms
and objective physiological evidence of variable airflow obstruction,
bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) and/or airway inflammation.1-3

However, recent studies have shown that many of the diagnoses of
asthma in primary care rely solely on clinical evaluation and/or
response to treatment without any objective examinations.4 Less
than half of patients with physician-diagnosed asthma do not have

asthma when assessed using objective examinations.5,6 

General physicians can mistakenly make the diagnosis of asthma
if they only use a suspected symptom such as wheeze,
breathlessness, chest tightness, and cough because the symptom
often mimics other conditions. International guidelines state that
symptom patterns as key indicators including ‘recurrent/episodic’,
‘occur/worsen at night or early in the morning’, ‘occur/worsen upon
exposure to allergens or irritants’, and ‘respond to appropriate
asthma therapy’ are useful for suggesting asthma.2

The 2012 BTS/SIGN guideline recommends an integrated
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approach to diagnosis using the probability of having asthma by
focusing on the patient’s presenting symptoms and signs.3 In this
paper we identified useful indicators and constructed a scoring
algorithm to be combined with these symptoms and signs, and then
assessed the pre-test probability of predicting the presence of adult
asthma. We then assessed the post-test probability by combining
the pre-test probability and positive likelihood ratio (LR+) of
objective examinations, and propose an integer scoring algorithm
for predicting the presence of adult asthma. 

Methods 
Participants        
This prospective study was performed on adult outpatients who
presented to our university hospital clinics during the period from
January 2008 to September 2011 with non-specific respiratory
symptoms including wheeze, shortness of breath, and cough.
During the study period 4,129 patients seen by pulmonologists at
our hospital were referred for enrolment in the study (Figure 1).
Eligible patients aged 18–88 years were ultimately divided into two
groups, asthma and non-asthma. The diagnosis of asthma was
ascertained according to the physician decision based on a relevant
symptom history (present in all patients) and then established by a
positive finding for reversibility with a bronchodilator and/or a
positive test for BHR. These were defined as: an increase in forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) both >200ml and 12% above
the pre-bronchodilator FEV1

7 and provocative challenge
concentration of methacholine resulting in a 20% fall (PC20) in FEV1

of <8mg/mL.8 The study was approved by our institutional ethics
committee and all subjects provided informed consent.
Exclusion criteria         
Exclusion criteria included the following: (1) pregnant and
breastfeeding; (2) current diagnosis of pneumonia, pneumothorax,
atelectasis, pulmonary fibrotic disease, chronic bronchitis, or any
other lower respiratory abnormalities; (3) current use of systemic or
inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), β-blockers, or angiotensin converting
enzyme inhibitors; (4) symptoms of chest pain or haemosputum; or
(5) abnormal findings on chest x-ray. 
Procedure          
At the first visit patients who met the inclusion criteria completed a
routine interview and underwent a general physical examination in
addition to the Asthma Screening Questionnaire (ASQ).9 Lung
function tests were performed and the fraction of exhaled nitric oxide
(FeNO) was measured in a manner that was blinded with respect to
the interview and the questionnaire. Blood samples were obtained
from each patient independent of the interview and the
questionnaire. Each pulmonologist made the diagnosis based on this
information and prescribed medications accordingly. If the
pulmonologist diagnosed the patient as having asthma or suspected
that he/she had asthma at visit 1, treatment with ICS was started
before the methacholine challenge test (MCT) was completed. At a
second visit (within 8 weeks), all eligible patients underwent the MCT.
Data sources 
Symptoms and signs           
The patients were required to undergo a routine interview as well as

five additional questions as follows: “Have you ever had any
experiences of wheezing?”; “Did your symptoms occur in the early
morning or at night (diurnal variation)?”; “Have you had similar
episodes of respiratory symptoms (recurrent episodes)?”; “Have you
had any medical history of allergic diseases such as asthma, atopic
dermatitis, and allergic rhinitis?”; and “Do you have any close
relatives with allergic diseases?”. All these findings were recorded in
the computer. The patients subsequently underwent a physical
examination and the finding of ‘wheeze sound’ was especially
recorded.
Blood samples            
Blood was collected for measurement of total serum IgE and
complete blood count at visit 1. Total and specific IgE were
measured with a third-generation chemiluminescent enzyme
immunoassay (IMMULITE 2000; Siemens Medical, Deerfield, Illinois,
USA). Atopy was defined as any specific IgE to common allergen
>0.35kU/L.
Pulmonary function tests             
At visit 1, spirometry was performed using a standard spirometer
(Minato, Tokyo) according to the ATS guidelines.10 The results were
expressed as the best FEV1. Reversibility of the reduction in FEV1 was
measured 10 min after administration of 20μg inhaled procaterol.
Fraction of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO)             
At visit 1, FeNO was measured online by chemiluminescence at a
constant expiratory flow rate (50mL/s) before any forced expiratory
manoeuvres, consistent with published guidelines.11 All readings
were obtained by technical staff.
Methacholine challenge test              
At the second visit (within 8 weeks) the MCT was performed using
the five-breath dosimeter method, in accordance with the ATS
guidelines.12 The test was administered at least 8 hrs after the last
dose of short-acting bronchodilators and 24 hrs after ICS and/or
long-acting bronchodilators.
Definition of non-asthma         
Asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and non-
asthmatic eosinophilic bronchitis often manifest with an overlapping

Figure 1.  Study flow. AHR=airway hyperresponsiveness,
ICS=inhaled corticosteroids

4,129 patients seen with non-specific
respiratory symptoms between
January 2008 and September 2011

3,316 excluded
abnormal finding on x-ray (n=1612)
already using ICS (n=45)
haemosputum (n=16)
no additional visit (n=1643)

194 declined to participate
53 missing AHR within 8 weeks
from the day of first visit

813 consented

566 included in this analysis
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clinical picture. When the post-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio was
<0.7, computed tomography and measurement of diffusing
capacity for carbon monoxide adjusted by the alveolar volume
(DLCO/VA) were also performed. Emphysema can be diagnosed by
macroscopic emphysema using computed tomography or DLCO/VA
adjusted for haemoglobin less than the lower limit of normal.13

After differentiating from other diseases due to cough,
eosinophilic bronchitis was judged as chronic cough in patients with
no objective evidence of variable airflow obstruction, normal BHR,
and FeNO >25ppb instead of sputum eosinophilia.14 Allergic rhinitis
and Sjógren’s syndrome were ultimately diagnosed by specialists.
Statistical analysis         
Data were abstracted from the patients' hospital files and computer
records and the clinical and laboratory parameters of those who

fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for adult asthma were compared. In
order to analyse the binary data, a cut-off level was set using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Differences of continuous
variables between the groups were analysed by the Mann-Whitney
U test; for categorical variables the χ2 test (or Fisher's exact test for
small proportions) was used.  

Logistic regression analysis was performed to investigate the
independent effects of the significant discriminating variables
between the groups. Statistical significance was assessed using the
Wald test in the multivariate analysis. Each point was assigned by the
regression coefficient, which was obtained from the result of logistic
regression analysis. The score was then constructed by the simple
arithmetic sum of the points. All analyses were performed using
SPSS software version 19.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Asthma Asthma† Non-asthma

Typical Typical Clinically-
asthma CVA diagnosed

asthma/CVA

N 367 218 85 64 199

% Female 65 60 66 80 54*

BMI 21.9 (13.4–40.0) 22.4 (14.8–40.0) 21.2 (13.4–32.3) 21.6 (16.9–31.1) 22.6* (15.9–61.3)

Age, years 49 (18–88) 47 (18–82) 44 (18–77) 58 (18–88) 58* (18–82)

Indicator (I):

Ever experience of wheezing, % 30 43 4 22 13*

Diurnal variation of symptoms, % 54 55 64 41 31*

Recurrent episodes of symptoms, % 29 34 22 19 9*

Medical history of allergic diseases, % 55 62 55 30 32*

Family history of allergic diseases, % 26 32 22 9 17*

Smoking, current/past/ever 69/64/238 48/43/126 10/13/62 10/4/50 31/38/130

Current smoker, % 19 22 12 16 15

Indicator (II): 

Wheeze sound, % 19 28 0 8 5*

Indicator (III):

Eosinophils, cells per μL 210.8 (0–2,678) 251.0 (0–2,220) 153.6 (0–2,520) 139.0 (8–2,678) 150.0* (0–1,600)

Basophils, cells per μL 36.6 (0–366) 36.5 (0–336) 39.0 (0–134) 35.5 (0–207) 34.3 (0–480)

IgE, IU/mL 141 (3–32,081) 157 (3–32,081) 130 (3–3,309) 75 (3–4,520) 37* (3–4,035)

Atopy‡, % 58 57 64 52 38*

Indicator (IV): 

FEV1/FVC, % 0.76 (0.32–0.99) 0.74 (0.32–0.98) 0.81 (0.55–0.96) 0.75 (0.45–0.99) 0.79* (0.27–1.00)

%predicted FEV1, % 84.4 (24.0–121.7) 82.1 (35.4–121.7) 88.6 (54.8–116.1) 88.8 (24.0–125.6) 93.8* (28.0–135.0)

Positive reversibility§, % 16 26 1 0 0.5*

δ, mL 110 (0–790) 150 (0–790) 70 (0–360) 60 (0–270) 60* (0–370)

FeNO, ppb 30.7 (3.1–280.2) 30.3 (8.6–280.2) 31.7 (3.1–229.9) 31.0 (8.3–251.4) 24.7* (3.5–180.4)

Values denote median (range).

*p<0.01 compared with asthma.

†Asthma included three categories: typical asthma (in which wheeze predominates); typical CVA (in which cough predominates); and patients with clinically-diagnosed 
asthma/CVA who were responsive to inhaled corticosteroids with neither bronchodilator reversibility nor bronchial hyperresponsiveness.

‡Atopy is defined as any specific IgE to common antigens >0.35kU/L.

§Positive reversibility is defined as an increase in FEV1 that is both >200ml and 12% above the pre-bronchodilator FEV1.

BMI=body mass index, CVA=cough variant asthma, FeNO=fraction of exhaled nitric oxide, %predicted FEV1=% of predicted forced expiratory volume in 1 second, 
FVC=forced volume capacity, δ=post-bronchodilator change in FEV1.

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of adult asthma and non-asthma
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We next calculated the pre-test probability of constructed
symptom-sign scores for predicting the presence of adult asthma.
According to Bayes’ theorem, the post-test odds that a patient has
a disease is obtained by multiplying the pre-test odds by the
likelihood ratio (LR) of the test.15 In order to limit the number of
possible test combinations, we chose a LR point estimate threshold
of 2.0 due to the fact that LRs >2.0 reflect small but sometimes
important changes in post-test probability.16 The product of pre-test

odds and the LR is the post-test odds, which is then converted into
post-test probability [probability = odds/(1+ odds)].

Results
During the study period 4,129 patients with non-specific respiratory
symptoms who were seen by pulmonologists at our hospital were
referred for enrolment in the study (Figure 1). We excluded those with
abnormal x-ray findings and those with other causes. Of these, 813

Sen Spe LR+ LR- Odds ratio (95% CI)

Scoring system of ASQ†

Score >4 points 0.35 0.93 5.09 1.43 3.02* (1.94 to 4.70)

Indicator (I): 

Symptoms and history

Wheezing as symptom 0.30 0.87 2.29 1.24 2.85* (1.78 to 4.55)

Diurnal variation of symptoms 0.54 0.69 1.74 1.50 2.62* (1.82 to 3.77)

Recurrent episodes of symptoms 0.29 0.91 3.22 1.28 4.14* (2.43 to 7.06)

Medical history of allergic diseases 0.55 0.68 1.73 1.51 2.61* (1.82 to 3.76)

Family history of allergic diseases 0.26 0.83 1.56 1.13 1.76* (1.13 to 2.73)

Indicator (II): 

Wheeze sound 0.90 0.95 3.69 1.17 4.30* (2.16 to 8.56)

Indicator (III): 

Eosinophils >200 cells/μL 0.52 0.61 1.33 1.27 1.68* (1.19 to 2.39)

IgE >120 IU/mL 0.54 0.70 1.78 1.51 2.69* (1.86 to 3.87)

Atopy‡ 0.58 0.62 1.51 1.46 2.21* (1.56 to 3.15)

Indicator (IV): 

FEV1/FVC <0.7 0.33 0.93 4.76 1.39 2.70* (1.74 to 4.19)

%predicted FEV1 <95% 0.78 0.47 1.49 2.19 3.26* (2.25 to 4.74)

Positive reversibility§ 0.16 0.99 31.5 1.18 37.2* (5.11 to 270)

FeNO >35ppb 0.53 0.59 1.31 1.27 1.65* (1.17 to 2.34)

*p<0.01.

†Asthma Screening Questionnaire (ASQ) consists of six questions, as for more cough than average, cough from chest, and asthma symptoms including cough,
chest tightness, wheeze, and shortness of breath-associated provoking conditions.9

‡Atopy is defined as any specific IgE to common antigens >0.35kU/L.

§Positive reversibility is defined as an increase in FEV1 that is both >200ml and 12% above the pre-bronchodilator FEV1.

CI=confidence interval, FeNO; fraction of exhaled nitric oxide, LR+=positive likelihood ratio, LR–=negative likelihood ratio, %predicted FEV1=% of predicted
forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FVC=forced volume capacity, Sen=sensitivity, Spe=specificity.

Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity and likelihood rates of each indicator for predicting the presence of adult asthma and
univariate logistic regression models to distinguish patients with asthma from non-asthma

Indicator Regression coefficient Odds ratio (95% CI) p Value Score points*

Indicator (I): 

Wheezing as symptom 0.42 1.52 (0.91 to 2.55) 0.14 0

Diurnal variation of symptoms 0.91 2.47 (1.67 to 3.67) 0.002 1

Recurrent episodes of symptoms 1.32 3.72 (2.11 to 6.56) ≤0.001 2

Medical history of allergic diseases 0.87 2.39 (1.61 to 3.55) 0.001 1

Family history of allergic diseases 0.17 1.19 (0.73 to 1.93) 0.46 0

Indicator (II): 

Wheeze sound 1.30 3.68 (1.78 to 7.62) 0.002 2

*Score points are assigned using consequent value of regression coefficient.

Table 3. Multivariate logistic regression model for developing the symptom-sign score
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consented to participate in the study. We excluded those who did not
complete the MCT, leaving 566 subjects for inclusion in the analysis.
Among the 566 eligible patients who presented at our hospital with
non-specific respiratory symptoms, 367 and 199 were diagnosed
with asthma and non-asthma, respectively. There were 345 women
and 221 men with a median age of 52 years (range 18–88). Asthma
was comprehensively diagnosed not only by relevant symptoms and
signs but also by bronchodilator reversibility and/or BHR. Table 1
summarises the demographic and clinical features of the study
population. Patients with asthma were younger, there was a higher
proportion of females, and they had a greater prevalence of some
typical indicators including symptoms and signs, findings of blood
samples, and respiratory function than the non-asthma group.   

Asthma included three categories: typical asthma (in which
wheeze predominated, n=217), typical cough variant asthma (CVA,
in which cough predominated, n=85); and patients with clinically-
diagnosed asthma/CVA (n=64) who were responsive to ICS with
neither bronchodilator reversibility nor BHR.

Of the eligible patients, 34% were deemed not to have asthma.
The final diagnosis for these patients was as follows: eosinophilic
bronchitis (n=45), COPD (n=20), upper airway cough syndrome
(post-nasal drip syndrome) (n=26), gastro-oesophageal reflux

disease-related cough (n=17), post-infectious cough (n=34),
bronchiectasis (n=3), cigarette-associated cough (n=3), irritable
larynx (n=3), heart failure (n=4), idiopathic cough (n=8), non-specific
intestinal pneumonia (n=2), old tuberculosis (n=1), non-tuberculous
mycobacteria (n=1), rheumatoid arthritis-associated lung disease
(n=1), pulmonary embolism (n=1), and chronic hypersensitive
pneumonia (n=1).

Each of the indicators was evaluated with respect to the
obtained sensitivity, specificity, LR+ and LR– (Table 2). In order to
obtain these measures, a cut-off level had to be selected based on
ROC analysis. In Table 2 almost all the indicators had lower values of
LR+ (<5.0) except for the ASQ score (LR+ 5.09). While only
bronchodilator reversibility showed an LR+ value of 31.5, it was
determined to be the most useful indicator for predicting the
presence of asthma. Table 2 also shows the results of univariate
logistic regression models to distinguish between patients with and
without asthma. Some items had significant ability to discriminate
between asthma and non-asthma patients. Objective examinations,
including positive bronchodilator reversibility, were able to
distinguish patients with asthma from non-asthma patients.

Next, multivariable logistic regression models were used to
determine the scoring system that was constructed from the
symptoms and signs (Table 3). All patients with non-specific
respiratory symptoms were assigned the symptom-sign score for
four variables of symptoms and signs that remained statistically
significant in the multivariate logistic regression model. As the
differences in regression coefficients ranged from 0.17 to 1.32, for
the sake of simplicity 1 point was assigned for diurnal variation of
symptoms (odds ratio (OR) 2.47) and a medical history of allergic
diseases (OR 2.39) and 2 points were assigned for recurrent episodes
of symptoms (OR 3.72) and wheeze sound (OR 3.68) (Table 3). The
symptom-sign score, which was calculated by adding up these
points, ranged from 0 to 6.

Table 4 indicates the three levels of probability that were
classified using the symptom-sign score. When any one of the four
indicators (diurnal variation of symptoms, recurrent episodes of
symptoms, medical history of allergy diseases, or wheezing sound)

Pre-test probability Adjudication diagnosis

of asthma Asthma Non-asthma Total

High probability
Symptom-sign score = >3 127 16 143
(accuracy = 90%)

Intermediate probability
Symptom-sign score = 1, 2 201 96 297
(accuracy = 68%)

Low probability
Symptom-sign score = 0 39 87 126
(accuracy = 31%)

Total 375 191 566

Values are n.

Table 4. Pre-test probability of asthma

Pre-test Additional test Post-test Adjudication diagnosis

Test            LR+ probability Asthma Non-asthma Total

High probability, FEV1/FVC <0.7 11.4 99% 44 3 47
n=143 IgE >120IU/mL 3.2 96% 76 3 79
(accuracy = 90%) Positive reversibility 3.1 96% 25 1 26

Intermediate probability, Positive reversibility 12.4 96% 26 1 27
n=297 FEV1/FVC <0.7 6.0 93% 61 12 73
(accuracy = 68%) FeNO >35ppb 2.2 82% 60 13 73

Low probability, Positive reversibility 15.6 88% 7 1 8
n=126 FEV1/FVC <0.7 3.0 57% 17 16 33
(accuracy = 31%) FeNO >35ppb 2.6 54% 7 6 13

A cut-off of 3 points based on the symptom-sign score allows the three classifications of 566 patients with respiratory symptoms and signs in order to 
discriminate between asthma and non-asthma. The product of pre-test odds and the LR+ is the post-test odds, which are then converted into post-test 
probability [probability = odds/(1+ odds)].  FeNO=fraction of exhaled nitric oxide, FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FVC=forced volume capacity,
LR+=positive likelihood ratio.

Table 5. Diagnostic algorithms for adult asthma



was fulfilled, the pre-test probability of asthma was 75% compared
with a probability of 41% in patients who did not exhibit any of
these indicators (LR+ 1.41). When a symptom-sign score of >3
points was assigned, the probability of the accuracy for having
asthma was 89% with 12.6 of LR+ (Figure 2). On the other hand,
when an ACQ score of >4 points was assigned, the probability of the
accuracy for diagnosing asthma was 81% with 5.09 of LR+.

According to Bayes’ theorem, the post-test probability was
calculated (Table 5) and a scoring algorithm was developed (Figure
3) based on the multivariable logistic regression model. In the 143
patients who had a high probability based on the symptom-sign
score, the additional information of FEV1/FVC (LR+ 11.4), serum IgE
levels (LR+ 3.2), and bronchodilator reversibility (LR+ 3.1) increased
the post-test probability to 99%, 96%, and 96%, respectively. In the
297 patients who had intermediate probability in the symptom-sign
score, adding the information regarding bronchodilator reversibility
(LR+ 12.4), FEV1/FVC (LR+ 6.0), and FeNO levels (LR+ 2.2) increased
the post-test probability to 96%, 93%, and 82%, respectively. In the
126 patients who had a low probability based on the symptom-sign
score, the additional information of bronchodilator reversibility (LR+
15.6), FEV1/FVC (LR+ 3.0), and FeNO levels (LR+ 2.6) increased the
post-test probability to 88%, 57%, and 54%, respectively.

Discussion
Main findings 
A new integer scoring algorithm based on the clinical parameters of

the symptom-sign score was developed which may help to predict
the presence of asthma in patients with non-specific respiratory
symptoms. This study was intended to aid in the early stage diagnosis
of adult asthma at the clinician level. 

In this study, an integer scoring algorithm was defined based
on the regression coefficient in the final multivariable logistic
regression model. The probability of post-tests was then calculated
by LR+ of objective tests, including lung function tests, using Bayes’
theorem. The Bayesian skills might be acquired through clinical
experience – that is, through regular exposure to the interpretation
of diagnostic tests.17,18 The 2012 BTS/SIGN guideline recommended
that it should be possible to determine the probability of a
diagnosis of asthma based on a clinical assessment.3 To our
knowledge, this is the first report to respond to this requirement
using statistical analysis. An integrated approach was adopted
previously by the International Primary Care Respiratory Group.19,20

The guideline therefore encourages clinicians to use their
knowledge and deductive skills to determine the probability of
someone having asthma when they present with symptoms and
signs.3 In this study, our symptom-sign score was able to classify
three levels of probability of having asthma and to discriminate
asthma from non-asthma in adult patients with non-specific
respiratory symptoms.
Interpretation of findings in relation to previously
published work    
The most commonly used indicators in the diagnosis of asthma are
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Figure 2.  Observed numbers of asthma (closed column)
and non-asthma patients (open column) in relation to
the symptom-sign score (based on diurnal variation of
symptoms, recurrent episodes of symptoms, medical
history with allergic diseases, and wheeze sound) in 566
patients who complained of non-specific respiratory
symptoms. LR+=positive likelihood ratio, LR–=negative
likelihood ratio

Total score 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or
more more more more

Sensitivity 0.89 0.57 0.35 0.16
Specificity 0.83 0.92 0.97 1.00
LR+ 5.41 6.86 12.6 44.9
LR- 7.86 2.12 1.49 1.18

Total score
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Figure 3.  Flow diagram showing the diagnostic process
in adults in relation to the initial clinical assessment
using the symptom-sign score and probability of
asthma. FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 second,
FVC=forced vital capacity

Presentation with suspected asthma

Clinical assessment using the 
symptom-sign score

Diurnal variation of symptoms : 1 point
Recurrent episodes of symptoms : 2 points
Medical history with allergic diseases : 1 point
Wheeze sound : 2 points
{

High probability
Score = 3 or more

Intermediate
probability
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Score = 0

Asthma diagnosis

FEV1/FVC
<0.7

Positive
reversibility

Probability 90% 68% 93% 31% 88%



symptom data – specifically wheeze, breathlessness, chest tightness,
and cough.21 Several studies have validated asthma questionnaires
against physicians’ diagnoses of asthma.9,22,23 Shin and colleagues
showed that the ASQ score was a useful tool for diagnosing asthma.9

The ASQ score has certainly proved useful, but it is of limited use in
screening patients to discriminate those with asthma from healthy
controls. When the ASQ score was used to diagnose adult asthma in
our real-world clinical situation, the accuracy of the ASQ score was
limited with a low LR+ (5.09) and a probability of 81% for having
asthma. As LR+ >10 was considered to be adequate as a screening
indicator, our symptom-sign score cut-off value of >3 optimally could
discriminate between patients with and without asthma (LR+ 12.6).

Over- or under-statement of symptoms to physicians can also
produce differences in responses to questionnaires. Large variations
in the perception of respiratory symptoms, particularly dyspnoea,
have been observed among patients with asthma, thus limiting the
value of questionnaires.24 In this study we assessed the post-test
probability in combination with the pre-test probability of
symptom-sign scores and LR+ of objective examinations. LR+
values are able to summarise in a single number how the initial
assessment of the likelihood of disease (‘pre-test probability’) is
modified by a test result (‘post-test probability).25 In our results,
information on bronchodilator reversibility and FEV1/FVC increased
the post-test probability.

Our results might support the appropriate time for consultation
with pulmonologists who would also assess BHR. In almost three-
quarters of patients with non-specific respiratory symptoms it is
possible to judge whether they have asthma based on the
combination of the symptom-sign score and lung function tests
according to our algorithm. Because the MCT has a high negative
value, it is more useful in ruling out asthma (if the result is negative)
than in proving it (if the result is positive).26,27 When a patient does
not complain of any typical symptoms (i.e. symptom-sign score 0
points) and is suspected of having asthma, clinicians should consult
with pulmonologists to rule out asthma by the assessment of BHR.
Strengths and limitations of this study       
Several limitations of our analyses should be acknowledged. First,
attrition bias, which is caused by the exclusion of patients, is an
important issue in this study. A consequence of attrition is biasing of
samples that leads to a lack of generalisability to the target
population. However, since the prevalence of asthma – upon which
the pre-test probability is dependent – is the same as in previous
reports,28,29 our pre- and post-test probability is assumed to be
generalisable to the diagnosis of asthma in patients with suspected
symptoms of asthma. Second, our scoring system requires external
validation in a different patient population. As asthma is a syndrome
with heterogeneous aspects – for example, inflammatory cells, origin
of environmental factors, origin of genomic backgrounds – our
scoring algorithm should be tested under a variety of clinical
situations. Third, there is a problem in confirming the MCT as one of
the tools for the diagnosis of asthma. Several studies have reported
that BHR is enhanced in patients with allergic rhinitis in the absence
of asthma.30,31 BHR was performed after ICS had been started in the
patients who had been diagnosed or suspected of having asthma at

the first visit (n=421). This might influence the finding that patients
with clinically-diagnosed asthma/CVA, who were responsive to ICS
with neither bronchodilator reversibility nor BHR, accounted for
almost 20% of the patients with asthma, because it was reported
that 23% of patients with physician-diagnosed asthma receiving ICS
had a negative test result.32

Implications for future research, policy and practice     
We have adopted a pragmatic approach based on the scoring
algorithm of the symptom-sign score for predicting the presence of
adult asthma. The combination of the symptom-sign score and the
objective examinations described in this paper was designed to
screen adult patients with asthma without testing for BHR. This
conclusion is in line with guideline recommendations. However,
approximately one-quarter of patients with asthma required BHR
testing due to the heterogeneous features of adult asthma. Future
work is required to search for useful biomarkers to help in the
diagnosis of asthma.
Conclusions   
This pragmatic diagnostic algorithm is useful for predicting the
presence of adult asthma and for determining the appropriate time
for consultation with a pulmonologist.
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